The Correction of Tonal Values
P"erhaps you have met a colour-blind personwhose inability
to distin'
ween, 1~U8: say, red and green, is a grea
handicap - j
s it is in photography. But in phot
graphy, fortunately, this drawback ' can be overcome.
Every kind of negative material whether plate, film or
the
filmpack, is "colour-blind" to some extent, si
sensitive emulsion cannot distin uish
white. Think of a deli htfully I sk
of cloud - this is a
I;lmi
photograph - but you
photograph is print
an expanse of white sky.
of cloud effects in your
raphs is,
simple - just use a good yellow filter.
Such a yellow filter abserbs the blue
extent that
tIiI
less effective
possesses the .....n",,_
to see.

lfIi!IIl.",l

being of false tonal rendering, and the skin texture is
often spoilt. Freckles, in particular look emphasised. All
these drawbacks are avoided if you use a light filter.
Any or every piece of yellow glass does · not, however,
make a light filter, as there are many details to be
considered if your photographs are to be good. One of the
most important considerations in selecting a yellow filter
is to know that surfaces are optically parallel, since it
would be foolish to impair the definition of an otherwise
good and expensive lens by using a 'poor quality filter.
Also, the perfect yellow filter must be of the ~t colour
so that the exposing fact or (explained later) is i\jUbw as
possible consistent with the proper correction. ShO&fa the
colour of the filter have too much green in it, there Will
be absorbed too much of the orange and pale red light
with the result that flesh tones will appear too dark. If,
on the othc;r hand, the filter passes too much red light,
it will absorb nearly all the green, and the meadows and
green leaves in your landscape pictures will be too dark.
Even the correct shape and size of the mount is of
importance to be sure that there is no obstruction of tho
light rays at the extreme edges.
You will often be told that each brand or kind of pia
needs a special filter; this is untrue even theoretically.
The correct tonal reproduction is not entirely' dependent
on the sensitivity of the plate and its filter, but equally
upon the colour of the lighting. The warm red rays of
the evening sun give quite a different effect from the
noon-day sun, or from a cloudless blue sky. Obviously, it
is not possible to have special filters always at hand for
various conditions of light, quite apart from the fact that
it is impossible to judge .the colour of the light with the
naked eye. The most practical solution of the difficulty

The curves represent the amount of light (in pelfcentllgcift,,, ,
of all the colours of the rainbow which the filters abltorll f• ..
and you can see quite clearly how transparent both the
"Moment" and "Normal" filters are for red, yellow, and
green. The degree of absorption qUickly increases for
blue with the "Moment" filter, but is even more pronounced
with the "Normal" filter. The absorption of the blue
light is, of -course. only useful if you are using negative
material sensitive to the other principal ~olours, e. g., yellow
and green, and therefore, when importance is placed on
the Correct tonal reproduction of colours, it is necessary
to use a colour-sensitive (called "Orthochromatic'') plate
.
or film

negative
factor (i. e. the
1f'e:Xpkl8ifJre without a filter)
and with the "Normal" filter approx. 4 X.
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